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1. What follows is a drastically stripped down version of a paper

completed several years ago. The original intention was to present a

careful treatment of the developments centering around the maxi-

mally concept in classical valuation theory, using modern ideas and

the natural setting of an additive group, and to apply the resulting

theory to systematize and simplify some recent investigations into

ordered groups. The various referees through whose hands the paper

has since passed have finally succeeded in convincing the writer that

there is insufficient interest in such a project to justify publication.

Accordingly the present version confines itself strictly to an account

of the new results obtained.

Even before the first submission of this paper, there had appeared

an article by Conrad [C] in which ordered groups are handled from

the valuation standpoint, but which does not specifically make use

of techniques from valuation theory. Subsequently, while this paper

was bottled up in the refereeing process, Gravett [G] rederived Con-

rad's results, at least for the case of interest here, by generalizing the

appropriate valuation theoretic arguments. What is still new in the

present paper is the example of a nonunique maximal immediate

extension, and the study of normed spaces over fields with a valua-

tion, which can be used to treat ordered spaces over ordered fields.

2. Let M be a module with domain of operators E and A a linearly

ordered set with smallest element 0. A norm on M is a mapping

V: ikf—>A, satisfying, for x, yQM, aQR:

V(x) = 0 *-> x = 0,

F(x ± y) :g Max F(x), V(y),

Viax) g V(x).

The norm may also be described by the submodules

M\= {x: V(x) ^ X}

which are linearly ordered by inclusion; every element of M is con-

tained in a smallest M\.

M is ultracomplete if it is complete in every (not necessarily sepa-
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rated) topology which has a base at zero of M\. The following theorem

was proved in the original version of this paper:

Theorem 1. The following are each necessary and sufficient that M be

ultracomplete:

(i) Every family of cosets of M\ with the finite intersection property

has a nonvoid intersection.

(ii) Every pseudo-convergent sequence has a pseudo-limit.

(iii) The natural mapping of M into any projective limit of M/M\ is

onto.

(iv) Every quotient module by an intersection of M\ is complete in

the topology defined by the images of these M\.

Here a sequence {x\} (indexed by a subset of A) may be defined

to be pseudo-convergent if F(x„— Xx) ^X for p <X, and to have x as

pseudo-limit if V(x—X\) ^X; or the definition may be altered by sub-

stituting equalities for the inequalities.

For X?^0, the quotient module of M\ by U„<x M^ is the Xth residue

module M\. If A7' is a submodule of M, V induces a norm on N. Ac-

cording to the isomorphism theorem, N\ may be regarded as a sub-

module of M\: Ii N\ = M\ for all X, AI is said to be an immediate ex-

tension of N. A module admitting no proper immediate extension is

maximal. The existence of at least one immediate maximal extension

may be shown by transfinite induction.

3. Let NEM and x£A7'. If { V(x— y): yEN} CA has a smallest

element, say F(x—y0)=X0, then the Xoth residue of x—yo is disjoint

from N\0; if it has no smallest element, there exists a sequence y\EN

such that V(x—y\) is cofinal to the left. The triangle inequality

shows that yx are pseudo-convergent with pseudo-limit x; the cofinal-

ity shows that yx have no pseudo-limit in N.

Theorem 2. Let N be a submodule of M, x an element not in N. Then

either in the submodule spanned by x and N some element has a residue

differing from the corresponding residue of any element of N, or x is the

pseudo-limit of a pseudo-convergent sequence of N having no pseudo-

limit in N.

Corollary 1. M is an immediate extension of N if and only if

every element of M not in N is the pseudo-limit of a pseudo-convergent

sequence in N having no pseudo-limit in N.

Corollary 2. An ultracomplete module is maximal.

Our proof of the converse of Corollary 2 will be based on the follow-
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ing known lemma valid for modules over a principal ideal ring:2

Let <p be a homomorphism of 717 into M with kernel Mo. Then there

exists a module M containing M and a homomorphism 4> extending

4> which is onto M and has kernel Af0.

To apply the lemma, let M be normed, Af0 a proper intersection of

M\ and norm M/M0 with M\/M0.3 The topological completion M of

M/Mo for this norm becomes an immediate extension if we norm by

the closures of M\/Mo. Using the lemma we now obtain a module M

which we norm as follows: If M\ originally contained Mo properly;

i.e., if X is a norm associated with M, we take for M\ the inverse

image under 0 of the corresponding module in M. In the contrary

case, M\C.Mo and we set M\ = M\. We verify in straightforward

fashion that M is an immediate extension of M. Furthermore, since

(p is onto M, M properly contains M if M/M0 is not complete. There-

fore:

Theorem 3. A maximal module over a principal ideal ring is ultra-

complete.

Corollary. Every module over a principal ideal ring has an immedi-

ate ultracomplete extension.

4. That an immediate maximal extension need not be unique is

shown by the following example.

Let M be the direct sum of countably many copies of Z2 (generators

Xj indexed by the positive integers) and a copy of Z4 (generator x).

Set Mo = M; M„ is to be the subgroup generated by the x — xk for

k^n>0; Ma, the subgroup generated by 2x, is the intersection of

the Mn; Af„+1 = 0. Since the M\ are closed under intersection, there

exists a smallest one containing any element, and we have a norm.

The subgroup N of M is to be generated by the xt and 2x. Since

every element of M„ can be converted, by addition of an element of

Mn+i, into an element of A7„ = MnC\N, M is an immediate extension

of N. But A is a vector space over the field of two elements and con-

sequently has an immediate maximal extension which is also such a

vector space. The latter cannot be isomorphic to an immediate maxi-

mal extension of M, which contains an element of order four.

5. The uniqueness of the maximal completion can be established

if E is a division ring or in the following more general situation which

is not subsumed under our previous formalism.

2 Eilenberg-MacLane, Ann. of Math. vol. 43 (1942) p. 794, Lemma 23.1.

3 The norm may be obtained from A by identifying with 0 the initial segment of A

corresponding to Mo-
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Let M be a vector space over a field K and assume that besides the

norm V of AI into A there is also defined a valuation v of K into a

linearly ordered multiplicative group augmented by a smallest ele-

ment 0, r, which acts on A as order-preserving operators: for the

product 7X, 7£r, X£A, we thus postulate:

(T5)X = y(SX),

7 ^ 5 —»7X ̂  5X,

X ^ ju —> 7X ^ 7m.

The previous axiom V(ax) ^ F(x) is now to be replaced by

V(ax) = v(a)V(x).

In these circumstances we shall say that M is a normed space over K.

All that has been proved for normed modules remains valid for

normed spaces: only the ultracompleteness of maximal extensions

merits special verification. To prove this, let {xx} be a pseudo-con-

vergent sequence without a pseudo-limit in M. We shall norm the

module M@Kx* in such a way that it becomes an immediate exten-

sion of M, and that x* is a pseudo-limit of the sequence {xx}. If

F(xx)^X were true for all X, zero would be a pseudo-limit of {xx} ;

therefore for some X' we have V(xy) >X'. In conjunction with the tri-

angle inequality this yields the constancy of V(x\) for X<X'; and this

constant value must obviously be F(x*).4 More generally, given any

ft5^0 in K and any xEM one shows that V(kx\-\-x) is eventually

constant, and assigns this constant as the norm of ftx*+x. We omit

the straightforward verification that these definitions make AI®Kx*

into a normed space having the required properties.

The following theorem is only a minor extension of Ingleton's [I].

Theorem 4. Let M and M* be two normed spaces over K with re-

spective norm sets A and A*; let <p be an order preserving function from

A into A* respecting the action of V; and let f be a homomorphism defined

on a subspace of M into M* which is dominated by fa: V*(f(x)) ^<b(V(x)).

Suppose finally that M* is maximal. Then f has an extension to all of

AI which is still dominated by fa6

Proof. By transfinite induction it suffices to extend / one step.

Suppose then that x does not belong to the subspace N which is the

4 Note that for sequences not having zero as a pseudo-limit the sequence deter-

mines the norm of the limit.

6 That conversely this property implies ultracompleteness follows from the con-

struction just given.
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domain of /. If the residue of x is distinct from the residue of any

element of N, then F(x+y)=iF(y) for every yQN and we may

simply set/(x) =0. (Scalar multiples never cause trouble.) If this is

true for no element of the space spanned by N and x, then x is the

pseudo-limit of a pseudo-convergent sequence y\ in N, not having a

pseudo-limit in N. The /(yx) are pseudo-convergent in M* with re-

spect to </>(X): since M* is maximal they have a pseudo-limit which

we take for/(x). Since for every y there exists X such that F(x—y)

= Viy\—y), this extension has the required property.

Corollary. If M' is an immediate extension of M and M* a maxi-

mal immediate extension, then the identity on M can be extended to a

norm preserving isomorphism of M' into M*. In particular, any two

maximal immediate extensions of M are norm isomorphic.

Proof. Of course, we take for <fi in the theorem the identity

on A and for / the identity on M. It remains to show that at

each step the extension preserves norms. Now since M' and M* are

both immediate extensions of N and /(A) we are always dealing with

pseudo-convergent sequences not having pseudo-limits in M; we

have seen that for these the norm of a limit is determined by the

sequence/ hence must be the same for x and/(x).

It should be remarked that the image of M' in M* is by no means

unique; or, another way of putting it, that there exist automorphisms

of M* which induce the identity on M.

6. We propose, finally, to exhibit the structure of normed spaces

over fields with a valuation.

We shall say that subspacesikfp of Af are independent if for any finite

sum J3xp °f elements chosen from distinct Mp there holds F( T^.x0)

= maxp F(xp). If Mp take nonzero norms in disjoint portions of A,

then they are independent by the triangle inequality.

If A = r the residue spaces of M are isomorphic vector spaces over

the residue class field E of K. As in [F] one then shows that elements

of M having the same norm whose residues are E-independent gen-

erate independent one-dimensional subspaces. On the other hand,

elements whose residues form a set of R generators for some residue

space generate a subspace of which M is an immediate extension.

Henceforth we shall assume: 7X=X only if X = 0, 7 = 0, or 7 = 1.

This has the effect of making 7—>7X one-to-one for nonzero X. The

preceding considerations now yield:

Theorem 5. Let {Ap} be the nonzero domains of transitivity of A

under the nonzero action of T; let Mp be any of the residue spaces associ-
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ated with A„. Then elements of AI whose residues are bases of all the M„

generate independent one-dimensional subspaces of whose sum AI is an

immediate extension.

Let {A„\ be a collection of subsets of A pairwise intersecting in

{0} whose union is A. Let M„ be normed spaces having Ap as norm

sets. By the well-ordered sum of the Mt we shall mean that subspace

M of X„MP for which V„(x„) is inversely well-ordered in A. M is

normed by F(x)=maxp Vp(xp). If all the Mp are maximal, so is M.

Theorem 6. In the notation of Theorem 5, let M„ be the subspace of M

generated by elements whose residues are a basis of Mp, and let AI* be

its maximal completion. Then the maximal completion of M is the well-

ordered sum of the M*.

To carry the analysis further, it is necessary to investigate maxi-

mally complete spaces taking norms in T. This is particularly easy if

K is a subfield of a power series field. For in this case we may regard

M as an R space and apply Theorem 6 to find that its maximal com-

pletion is the well-ordered sum of its R subspaces AIy, 0?^7£r. If we

choose, as we may, My = PMi, we recover the action of K on M*.

The completion is seen to be a space of power series over ikfi; in

multiplying by an element of K the coefficients are allowed to oper-

ate on the elements of Mi and the powers of t combine as in K. We

obtain the not so surprising consequence that M* admits K* as

operators.

Theorem 7. If K is a power series field then each M* of Theorem 6

consists of all power series with coefficients in some residue space be-

longing to Ap.

These results have relevance for linearly ordered spaces over lin-

early ordered fields. We choose for A the set of cyclic convex sub-

groups, linearly ordered by inclusion, and for V the mapping which

sends every element on the convex subgroup it generates. That the

axioms are satisfied is readily verified. The residue spaces may be

ordered in a natural way and turn out to be real spaces over the

linearly ordered real residue class field: the order in AI may be re-

covered from A and the order in these spaces. Since R has character-

istic zero, K is a power series field [S]. We may leave the translation

of the above results for the case at hand to the reader.
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ON A PROBLEM OF D. R. HUGHES

E. G. STRAUS AND G. SZEKERES

D. R. Hughes (Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 63 (1957) p. 209) has
proposed the following problem:

Let G be a group and p a prime. Define HP(G) to be the {normal] sub-

group of G generated by all the elements of G which do not have order p.

Is the following conjecture true: either Hp(G)={ 1} or HP(G)=G or

{G:Hp(G)]=p?
He remarks that the conjecture is true for p = 2.

In this note we prove Hughes' conjecture for p = 3.

We shall use the following notation: if h, gi, • • • , gnEG and

ai, • • • , an are integers then

an/iH-l-a„on — l,oi       —1,<*2 — la,
« = gi h gig2 h g2 ■ • • gn h gn.

Lemma 1. If hEHp, x£77p then

fti+x+x2+---+xp~1 — i_

Proof. Since xp~1EEr„, all elements of 77Pxp-1 have order p. In

particular

1 = (hx"-1)" = hxp-1-hxp~i ■ ■ ■ hxP-1

= h-x~xhx-x~2hx2 • • • x-tr-u/ix*-1 = h1+x+---+x"~1.

Lemma 2. If hEH3 and xH3^yH3 then hx+y = hy+x.

Proof. By hypothesis z = x-1y£773. Hence by Lemma 1

l+'+z1 l-M2+«

1 = hi        = hi hi E Ht
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